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Finally on foot after taking the tube and two buses, I am in the most south of London that I have ever been. Walking up, I spot the rest 
of the AZEEMA team and wave for far too long. We find the flat where BBZ live. Their door is ajar. This was the first of many signs of 
how welcoming and warm Nadine and Tia are. We walk in, greeted with my favourite, hugs. All taken aback by how beautiful their 
space is- a true reflection of the creativity that exudes from the duo. There were stacks of records, mixing decks, a distinguished set 
of rugs and a rocking chair that I secretly spent as much time as I can on. We explore a little and walked up to the roof where it was 
the most quiet that this city has offered me for a while. Back to the flat, I immediately catch the groove from a mix that mixing queen 
Nadine made. Shortly after moving to the riddim all over their living room, we sat down to have this interview. BBZ talk to us about 
bridging the gap, safe spaces, conscious chune selection, as well as the evolution of their person and of their love.

BBZ is an exhibition / tun-up prioritising the experiences of queer women, 
trans and non-binary people of colour.

A CHAT WITH THE BABES OF BBZ
INVERVIEW BY NOOR

NOOR: Thank you for having us in your home. I want to start by talking about BBZ the night, then the babes in front of me.
 
TIA AND NADINE *giggle*
 
NOOR: BBZ came about from a mixture of frustration in the lack of spaces for queer women of colour, and anyone in between, and is a 
bit of an ode to South London. Something that you said resonated with me, and it was that you needed to create something different, “a 
reflection of me and mine.” What about the night reflects just that?
 
NADINE: I’ve come from a community of people who, I personally thought, that they’ve been forgotten. I feel like when I talk about it 
being a reflection of me and mine, I think of the experiences of South London queer black folk, of QTIPOC. I want it to always reflect the 
essence of how we’ve been brought up, being second generation immigrants, that experience, and how we communicate. I don’t want 
anything to feel forgotten or commodified or not properly explored. I want to really delve into what it is to be us and reflect that in this 
space, in the music and in the ethics of why we do what we do.
 
NOOR: It can be hard to stay true to your roots and all the while championing equality, bridging the gap by pushing boundaries. Is it 
hard finding this balance?
 
TIA: Yeah, definitely. To maintain your integrity while making money while existing in London, finding that, is a balancing act. We’re 
figuring it out as we go along, but the only reason we’re able to be on this balancing journey is because our community is the thing that 
binds us and gives us the strength to continue doing whatever it is we are trying to do. That’s our anchor, then we try to figure everything 
else out.
 
NOOR: I think you’re so right! BBZ is very much about community. We’re so online as a generation, but when you go to one of your 
nights, it’s a break from superficial connections. How do you think your night provides real connections and a true sense of community?   
 
TIA: Because we ensure there is a space for you to communicate. So when you go to other club nights you don’t actually get a chance to 
communicate with people, because the music is too loud or there isn’t space for you to chill, enjoy artwork or have a topic for you to talk 
about. By us very intentionally creating an exhibition before the rave starts, it gives people the opportunity to talk and kind of debrief and 
relax before it goes into a full on club night. That’s the space where you can engage with somebody on a very human level.
 
NADINE: There’s no small talk because we let people know our politics by having conversations about having the space that we do and 
it being policed the way that it is. I think it allows people to come in with whatever shit they’ve got going on. There’s room for that. We 
are all holding space for each other. For a lot of other parties its very much ‘good vibes only,’ this idea that you can’t come with all of the 
baggage that comes with being a person of colour and not express that and explore that. We’re very much trying to create a space where 
no, you got your tings and you can bring your tings here and you can leave them or maybe you can keep them, but there’s space for them.
 
NOOR: And maybe you can share them!  

NADINE: Yes, exactly and most importantly.
 
NOOR: I’d love to know a bit more about the creative process behind it all. How do you work together? How do you complement each 
other?
 
NADINE: There’s a lot of arguing

TIA: Yeah *chuckles*
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NADINE: We’ve both got very different opinions and although we have a shared interest, Tia is more the art hoe and I’m kind of more 
invested in the sound and the space. Tia is way more organised and works in fashion and event production, so I have to go at her queue. 
I think we complement each other well, in that I’ve kind of got a thousand ideas a minute and she can refine the top from the trash and 
make them happen. That’s one of the reasons we work well together.
 
TIA: And it got easier. When we first started because it was all so new, it was just a bit of a mess, but now it’s more of an organised mess. 
 
NADINE: We rely heavily on community consultation, like when it comes to a creative idea and we don’t know the safest or bravest way 
to word the copy around it. We happen to live with another collective called Sorry You Feel Uncomfortable and Marley, our resident DJ, 
is incredible help with the sound and the music choices.
 
NOOR: People in the community and outside are more and more recognising the fluidity of queerness, race and culture, but sometimes 
it can be difficult to have that understanding when it steps outside of their ideals and what they are comfortable with. BBZ encourages 
fluidity in the way people identify and interact. What can we do as individuals to encourage this fluidity?
 
TIA: In terms of helping people outside of the community understand what queerness is, I can’t say that is very high up on my priority list, 
because they’re not who I am trying to empower. For people who have no idea what queerness is, but they are intrigued and interested - 
perhaps they do identify with it but can’t quite understand the language around it then, how do we make that more accessible?
 

NADINE: I think we do it just by being ourselves. We’re working class black women who also happen to be queer and a couple. We’re 
very accessible, the language we use is accessible, the fact that we go out of our way to talk exactly how we talk to each other, online and 
in interviews. Even go out of our way with the exhibition, in not making the work inaccessible. So much contemporary art out there just 
goes over people’s head that is about race or about queerness. Just the very nature of who we are makes it accessible for everyone else.
 
TIA: One other thing that we noticed is, that we need to do more things that aren’t just in clubbing. Spaces that under 18 year olds and 
the elders can benefit, to understand more about queerness. I think that’s the one space where we can try and be more open because 
even the language that elders use, queerness is a term that’s thought as a slur. Those are the two spaces that we need to occupy in order 
to bridge that gap, but in terms of people that are not queer, are white, I don’t really care.
 
NOOR: I feel like music plays a hand in this too. Music is such a powerful tool, known to be important in many movements, in bridging 
cultural gaps, in healing… well you’re chune selecta and I wanted to know, how do you choose your music? When you select tunes do 
you always try to educate or just play what the peopledem want to hear?
 
NADINE: I think you just answered the question, *everyone laughs*. In terms of selecting, I think we go out of our way to make the line-
up curation reflect a kind of return to blackness. A return to the roots of black music. With this kind of adoption of urban music types and 
it being commodified to push a certain narrative, I think we’ve gone back to the roots of garage, music from the continent, from different 
diasporas, what’s coming out of their spaces, to trying to have a conversation and celebrating our culture. We try to remove misogynist 
lyrics and agendas within music from the playlist
 
TIA: But also we had so many conversations about how tied into black culture those misogynistic problematic lyrics are.
 
NADINE: Yeah, they’re some of our favourite lyrics *chuckles*. But! There are certain times and spaces where we are conscious. We’re 
playing out here in the TATE or wherever else, we’d be very conscious of how we project ourselves, and whose gaze is on what we 
are doing. When we are in safe spaces, we’ll play whatever, but I think there’s a definite intentional aspect to the curation of the music 
especially from our resident sound girl, Shy One. She is a lover of all things black music. She plays a lot of political music. At the moment 
a lot of queer sounds come from America, some from the rest of Europe, a lot of ballroom, a lot of early house, like queer, gay house. Just 
having conversations about the origins of a lot of dance music coming from a queer space and trying to channel that through the music. 
 
NOOR: That’s beautiful. I feel like in that sense you play a hand in evolving people that come to your night. Knowing you’ve been part 
of that evolution, what do you think drives your own personal evolution?
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TIA:  I would say that BBZ itself is one of my motivations to better myself, because it makes me far more aware of different experiences that 
I’ve not taken into consideration before and there are so many conversations I’ve had as a result of meeting people through BBZ, which I 
would have never been exposed to. That then spurs me on to want to better myself, like therapy was never something I took seriously or a 
thing where I thought, “Oh, I should really do that,’’ until I was speaking to more people about it, being open with me about their mental 
health issues and Nadine being really encouraging about that as well. Things like that wouldn’t have 
happened if it wasn’t for BBZ so that pushes me. It gives me more of an awareness of myself and the way that I respond to things and other 
people. I’d say Nadine, that I am with all the time, is a person that holds a mirror to me when I am acting up and I can’t really escape it, 
because we live, work and are together. That pushes me to try to better myself. It nice when you can actually watch yourself grow and 
feel the difference. When I compare myself to what I was like 2 years ago to now, there has been such an evolution. I’m meeting a new 
Tia all the time and it’s better than the last Tia. What about you, Nadine?
 
NADINE: I think one of the driving forces for my personal evolution is definitely community, building community and collective care. I 
know we’re called BBZ, Bold Brazen Zamis, but I have struggled with self-esteem and anxiety issues for the longest amount of time. I think 
by surrounding myself with so many other people, bodies and experiences that are similar to mine and completely different, but holding 
space to those people and having the capacity and patience, I am at the most resolved and at ease with my identity. I can start doing the 
big work of educating myself on so many other things, whereas before, I was always so consumed by self-doubt and just faking it till I made 
it. Now I am actually in a position where I feel like I have strength in collective care, in a way that people see me, can call me out for one 
and there’s a certain level of respect. I know that being othered is kind of a myth, but I forget that there are trash people in the world or 
that there are people who aren’t on the wave or socially conscious. Now I have the capacity and the strength to overcome those feelings 
of inadequacy or comfortability and definitely just helped me start doing the big work.
 
NOOR: I feel like your answers are such true reflections of your hearts. Your video with i-D was so special, just how you spoke about love 
in terms of meeting each other and feeling like your world was twisted upside down. You also shared the vulnerability of love and how 
sometimes being in love can be the worst days of your life. So I’d love to talk about love evolving, it bends and adapts and grows to meet 
the changes in our lives, in our relationships. I think that’s where some get derailed when they expect love to be the same at the beginning 
of a relationship as it is in the middle. How do you in your relationship deal with this change?
 
TIA: Our journey has been very tumultuous within love. We’ve had to fight really, really hard at times in order to stay together and be 
kind to each other. The amount of work that we put into BBZ is literally the amount of work that we have to put into our relationship. I think 
people just think, ‘I’m in love now, I’ll just float around in it.’ But no, you have to work fucking hard. A lot of maintenance and checking-in, 
being vulnerable, even when you don’t want to be and it’s really scary. What would you say?
 
NADINE: I would say the first time we came into a realisation that it wasn’t all swings and roundabouts, it hit us really hard. We were 
super young and I don’t think we investigated ourselves or interrogated our own identities, our traumas, what it is to be in love and how 
we love and how we learn to love. I think the first time round we didn’t do so well and I think as time has gone on and we’ve grown, we 
consulted our community. BBZ has been a massive support for our ups and downs. I think for so many POC in queer relationships, you 
isolate yourselves. You make home out of that person because you don’t have it in your family. You have these friendships and they’re new 
and even with the renaissance and us talking to each other and creating a community, sometimes we can intellectualise our pain instead 
of actually opening up and speaking on it. I think BBZ provided that space to some degree. I’ve always wanted to be with you forever, 
but now I can see it as a possibility. Having a space and room to grow, separate of our relationship, I think it’s the most important thing. I 
can see you for you, I love you, for you as opposed to what you are to me or an extension of me. We always talk about how we choose 
one another. Recognising that you don’t owe me anything, this is a choice. We are in this together. I think that was the turning point of 
our relationship.


